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I began blogging sometime ago now, at first it was in the form of letters and emails to family and
friends and from there it became a way of life, a way of sharing and something that I truly
enjoyed. This is a previously published anthology of my Aussie adventures 2013-2014. The e-
book is large due to picture content as it is extensively illustrated.Writing for me is something
that is a large part of my life. I first discovered the pleasure as a young child when I took one of
the scholarly exercise books and set it aside for my thought and dreams... thus began my
relationship with the world of words.This is a collection of my blogs that are freely available on
the internet at janhawkinsau.wordpress.com. I have learnt during my travels that the internet is
not always available freely however. So for my readers I have now published this anthology of
blogs in both e-book and print for their enjoyment.Traveling Australia is our life and it is
something we, my Hubby and I enjoy. We love the independence, the quiet and the adventure
and it is this that I would share with you. Come with me on our journey and discover those
hidden place of Australia. Discover her ancient Lore, the oldest surviving Lore in the world today
and learn as we peel back the mysteries of time and place across this land, Australia.
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Author and this anthology is essentially an Australian experience. All editing is undertaken from
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and SquattersAustralia’s Volcanic Lands – Soaking atop a Magma FlowOldies at Large –
Remember When…The Taming of the Bloomfield Track FNQAncient Limestone Caves –
Chillagoe FNQA Mans Dream of the Old World – Paronella ParkGateway to the Tropics –
CairnsIf the Croc’s don’t get you … the Trees willUndara’s Volcano – Kalkani CraterThe Aussie
Savannah – Across the TopNormanton – Home of the Biggest Damn Croc’ in the WorldThe Old
Gulflander – A train to No-whereOldies at Large – The Gulf Country and LegendThe Spirit
Children Series: Those born of the DreamingThe Gateway to the Frontier Territory –
CamoowealA Lost Ark – Finding the InapertwaDogs of the Desert – The Lone DingoOldies at
Large – Icons of the Northern TerritoryDevils Marbles NT – A Place of Meeting and LegendWhen



it’s Time to Take a Holiday From FreecampingOldies at Large – Old Man BoabMy Love Affair –
The Kimberley’sThe Kimberley – Geikie Gorge and BroomeAnna Plains – Between the Desert
and the OceanNature in Action – The KimberleyWhen the Earth Began to Breath - Stromatolites
& ThrombolitesOldies at Large – Looking Back Down the YearsIn the Footsteps of the Pioneers –
Perth WAFreecamps, Reststops and Travellers in WAFreecamping – Sunset Side vs.
Sunrise SideWhy Warriors Lie Down and DieGnome Expose’ – Not on Any Map I FoundThe
Season’s Celebration … What is thisKalgoorlie – RV Friendly and doing it wellThe Beautiful Salt
Lakes of WACaves of the Nullarbor – SanctumIntroductionBlogging and all that BizI began
blogging sometime ago now, at first it was in the form of letters and emails to family and friends
and from there it became a way of life, a way of sharing. Something I truly enjoyed. Writing for me
is a thing that is a large part of my life. I first discovered the pleasure as a young child when I took
one of those scholarly exercise books and set it aside for my thoughts and dreams… thus began
my relationship with the world of words and later that of pictures.This is a collection of my blogs
that are freely available on the Internet at janhawkinsau.wordpress.com. I have learnt in my
travels that the Internet is not always available freely however. So for my readers I have
published here a collection of my blogs in both e-book and full colour print for their
enjoyment.My very first blog on the Internet was written in 2012 and is included here. These
early postings though were more about my journey as an author and in my view require careful
editing. Later my world of blogging detailed my travels and my experiences in a journey
throughout Australia. This is the story contained in these pages and I hope you will enjoy the
adventures with me as I travel throughout the land and search for her hidden secrets.
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Large – Icons of the Northern TerritoryDevils Marbles NT – A Place of Meeting and LegendWhen
it’s Time to Take a Holiday From FreecampingOldies at Large – Old Man BoabMy Love Affair –
The Kimberley’sThe Kimberley – Geikie Gorge and BroomeAnna Plains – Between the Desert
and the OceanNature in Action – The KimberleyWhen the Earth Began to Breath - Stromatolites
& ThrombolitesOldies at Large – Looking Back Down the YearsIn the Footsteps of the Pioneers –
Perth WAFreecamps, Reststops and Travellers in WAFreecamping – Sunset Side vs.
Sunrise SideWhy Warriors Lie Down and DieGnome Expose’ – Not on Any Map I FoundThe
Season’s Celebration … What is thisKalgoorlie – RV Friendly and doing it wellThe Beautiful Salt
Lakes of WACaves of the Nullarbor – SanctumIntroductionBlogging and all that BizI began
blogging sometime ago now, at first it was in the form of letters and emails to family and friends
and from there it became a way of life, a way of sharing. Something I truly enjoyed. Writing for me
is a thing that is a large part of my life. I first discovered the pleasure as a young child when I took
one of those scholarly exercise books and set it aside for my thoughts and dreams… thus began
my relationship with the world of words and later that of pictures.This is a collection of my blogs
that are freely available on the Internet at janhawkinsau.wordpress.com. I have learnt in my
travels that the Internet is not always available freely however. So for my readers I have
published here a collection of my blogs in both e-book and full colour print for their
enjoyment.My very first blog on the Internet was written in 2012 and is included here. These
early postings though were more about my journey as an author and in my view require careful
editing. Later my world of blogging detailed my travels and my experiences in a journey
throughout Australia. This is the story contained in these pages and I hope you will enjoy the
adventures with me as I travel throughout the land and search for her hidden secrets.Traveling
Australia is our life and it is something we, both Hubby and I enjoy. We love the independence,
the quiet and the adventure and it is this that I would share with you.Come with me now on my
journey and discover those hidden places of Australia. Discover her ancient Lore, the oldest
surviving Lore in the world today and learn as we peel back the mysteries of time and place
across this land, Australia.Blogging is recording much of your life journey, it is a conversation
with people about many things from cooking to any other interests you might name. I have not
included the conversations I have had for these are mine. For me, to blog is to stay in touch with
family and friends. In this way I let them know where I am and what I am up too. Here I share my
life with you so that you may join me in the adventure of another life, different from your own.This
collection is an anthology of our travels and of our discoveries. It is also the journey into
retirement and the adaptations we have made into a new life and a new way of living our lives.
This journey has bought new challenges, new outlooks and many discoveries.These are blogs
drawn from my blog site and they have been tidied up and added too in part, all to enhance the
experience for the reader. I hope you too will enjoy my journey through these years.Life is a
Journey; I try to make it an Adventure.Posted by ‘Jani’ on Mar 29, 2012 My philosophy in life is a
simple thing to me, life is a journey through the world around you and I aim to make my journey



as interesting and as adventurous as possible. This, is my first blog, though not my first public
opinion or discussion. I have had a few of those over the years and perhaps a few I would
choose to forget. But I figure those too are journeys and from them I draw my opinion. Writing to
me has always been a passion, something that consumes me often. It is however, only in the
afternoon of my life that I decided that it was time I got off my butt and do something about my
passion. It was then that I had the time.So I began the journey as an Author as I settled into what
is commonly described as 'semi-retirement'. Ha! It is anything but retiring I have found.I have
written many things over the years, some of it good, much of it enjoyed by my friends and family
so they tell me and much of my travel writing is drawn from my own travel logs and diaries.
However when I decided to write the fictional story, drawn from my research into Australia’s
ancient Lore, one that had most amused my mind for many years, I surprised even myself at how
large it ended up. That first series took me two years to record and a lifetime to discover but I
loved every minute of it.The story is one I have called The Dreaming Series. It didn't start out as
that. Instead it began as an entertaining recount of a tale, one I feel was given to me to
understand and record. I talked this story out within the pages of these books that nurtured the
characters I had created in my mind. A story of an ancient Lore that is little understood. It is their
experiences I was then recounting in telling about their own journeys, detailed across the
computer screen in front of me.As an author my first book to be published, Shadow Dreaming
was born. It tells the early story of Taipan and Aine and their journey through their relationship
as they blend their lives, in ways that are often difficult, being products of different worlds in
contemporary Australia. It also tells the story of the Kadaitcha or Featherfoot. It is a truly ancient
story that is bedded in the Australian Aboriginal Lore of this land. I know the worlds that I lead my
readers into do exist because I have visited the same, travelled through these worlds and
touched the possibilities and the probabilities. So as their story began, so does the telling of the
journey I have had in getting to this point where I am now. I begin here. Welcome to my
life.Preparing for the SKI Trip – A Life Long JourneyThe 30’s Somethings’ generation is a pretty
good lot I often think. They lead you into all manner of problems as kids of all ages do, but your
kids are a particular pleasure when they get to this age. You can scare the crap out of them so
easily if you just but try. They are independent mostly (they think), and if they aren’t then you can
plague them about how they should be. A double-edged sword that really… one which nips at
the conscience. So I am thinking its time to share with you more about the 30’s Somethings’
Mum experience.The sunset years of our working life are a kind of a prep’ for the more
dependent 60’s… mine… and I am fast approaching that age too. I plan on bounding through
retirement as a gleeful and irresponsible Grey Nomad out for a good time and I can’t see any
problem with this at all.“Dependent?” I hear your groan. Yep… dependent on the ‘30 Something’
lot to look after the home and chattels. After all it will be theirs one day so they may as well man-
up. If they don’t they will only have themselves to blame… and to deal with the fiscal mayhem we
could leave them.We are Dependent… despite one of the brood pointing out that they get to
choose my retirement village! I fixed that shenanigans… we built us a granny flat (Mum version)



at the bottom of the garden. Never give up I a say.We will also be Dependent… because they
also get to organize the bills that hit the letter box while we are off gallivanting around the
countryside and that takes some training which has been going on for a quite a while.You see I…
hubby and I that is, will be somewhere out in the Never-Never very soon. This in our trusty van
otherwise known as the Grampie Flat (Dad version) and one of the 30 Somethings’ will be house
managing for us.The Man was retrenched this week, quite shockingly, but this has been on the
table for a long time and we have been making preparations for equally as long, so the shock is
more physical than emotional. However the escapade now begins and we are taking a couple of
weeks out for a sortie run, with some glee and anticipation.Unlike when they were littlies, the
30’s Something’ crowd have something extra to offer the parents as
mentioned. Independence! Ours. This was the trade-off when they were children. Little did they
know it until the time of their maturity, that our nurturing had a flip-side. They maybe didn’t realize
that their dependence on our help, once they achieved ‘their version of independent’ back after
the celebration of their 24yr, had a pay-back clause. A parent to any 30’s Something offspring
who have offspring (Grandkids), will understand that rationale perfectly.I figured back in some
time distantly passed, that the age of dependence (my version) was when our offspring reached
the age of somewhere around ‘24-34yrs’ and hopefully had by then managed to produce a few
Grandies for us to enjoy.Once that touchstone was reckoned with, they were then dependent on
the legacy’ of Grandparents … their kids Grandparents that is, or US. This is a time when the
Grandparents (us) became on-call babysitters, in part role models, mentors and the ‘Bank of
Dad’ opened for trade. Prior to that we didn’t consider that anything was ‘pay-back’ material. We
after all had decided to have the brats, so we were naturally obligated to raise them, feed &
nurture them and put up with all manner of crap. After the age of 24yrs though we figured they
were truly their own people and therefore everything then came up for negotiation. 
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could leave them.We are Dependent… despite one of the brood pointing out that they get to
choose my retirement village! I fixed that shenanigans… we built us a granny flat (Mum version)
at the bottom of the garden. Never give up I a say.We will also be Dependent… because they
also get to organize the bills that hit the letter box while we are off gallivanting around the
countryside and that takes some training which has been going on for a quite a while.You see I…
hubby and I that is, will be somewhere out in the Never-Never very soon. This in our trusty van
otherwise known as the Grampie Flat (Dad version) and one of the 30 Somethings’ will be house
managing for us.The Man was retrenched this week, quite shockingly, but this has been on the
table for a long time and we have been making preparations for equally as long, so the shock is
more physical than emotional. However the escapade now begins and we are taking a couple of
weeks out for a sortie run, with some glee and anticipation.Unlike when they were littlies, the
30’s Something’ crowd have something extra to offer the parents as
mentioned. Independence! Ours. This was the trade-off when they were children. Little did they
know it until the time of their maturity, that our nurturing had a flip-side. They maybe didn’t realize
that their dependence on our help, once they achieved ‘their version of independent’ back after
the celebration of their 24yr, had a pay-back clause. A parent to any 30’s Something offspring
who have offspring (Grandkids), will understand that rationale perfectly.I figured back in some
time distantly passed, that the age of dependence (my version) was when our offspring reached
the age of somewhere around ‘24-34yrs’ and hopefully had by then managed to produce a few
Grandies for us to enjoy.Once that touchstone was reckoned with, they were then dependent on
the legacy’ of Grandparents … their kids Grandparents that is, or US. This is a time when the
Grandparents (us) became on-call babysitters, in part role models, mentors and the ‘Bank of
Dad’ opened for trade. Prior to that we didn’t consider that anything was ‘pay-back’ material. We
after all had decided to have the brats, so we were naturally obligated to raise them, feed &
nurture them and put up with all manner of crap. After the age of 24yrs though we figured they
were truly their own people and therefore everything then came up for negotiation. Everything
being… accommodation, food, fiscal considerations, holidays, time etc. This all became
payback material.You get my drift? Enter the 30’s Something crowd dealing with the parents
bent on escape and it is pay back time! Hubby and I having been thrown early into his retirement
and together we will now be dependent on their commitment, practical not physical and we hope
their training has gone well. They after all decided to have us after they had reached the age of
24yrs… did they not? Particularly when it came to accommodation, food, fiscal considerations,
holidays, time etc. I see this as an elective decision on their part and one that comes with
responsibilities now. Pay back – I love that term, it has primeval connotations does it not? It is
now fast approaching pay back time.So we now descend deeper into the irresponsible anarchy
of retirement, bent on becoming unruly and are purely out to enjoy our-selves often, this
hopefully with the little Grandies in tow at times convenient to us. The now ‘30’s
Something’ brood is currently looking on with some trepidation. I guess they are hoping we will
not make it solely a Spend the Kids Inheritance extravaganza, otherwise known as a SKI holiday



in Aus’.They live in hope that we will behave responsibly. This sooooo… reminds me of their own
teenage years, which we muddled through bemoaning their excesses, does it not?Currently we
are busily trying to convince the Baby Boy that he really does need to live with Mum and Dad to
look after the primary residence… something he thankfully has taken too despite the loss of
kudos in ‘looking to be living with the parents’ as it is a long way from ‘living on the titanic’ which
is his current abode.Yes the Baby Boy lives on a boat and enjoys his freedom (from us). Our
proposal has huge advantages for him, many of which I may save for another time but the cost
of ‘being seen to be living with the parents’ comes as a blow to his own sense of
independence… while he is trying to impress the all important new Out-law. But we are going to
fly the coop and leave him to it, which will seem a lot better from his outlook (and the Out-
laws).Then there is convincing the Princess, the one and only girl in the brood and the youngest,
that she can manage the responsibilities of ‘Power of Attorney’, particularly now that she has
shed the responsibility of the irresponsible spouse… otherwise known (for as long as we’ve
known him) as The Scrubber or the new and improved name of Derelict Dad. I guess her
reservations come down to my explanation of what the role of POW entailed… it was a bit
gruelling. It didn’t help that this antonym also means Prisoner Of War.I was all put to her like
this “Darlin’ all it means that if I drive your dad around the bend and off the road… you get to
scrape us off the pavement, dust us off, patch us up and organize to pay the bills with these
accounts.”The rest of our brood of four, being Son no.1 and Second Son, are looking at us now
with a degree of trepidation, waiting for the blow of our expectations of them to be revealed in
time.We are saving their particular expose’ for another day and the trepidation in their manner is
really delightful. Bring it on…These are the challenges of the 30’s Something MumWild Colonial
Sons of AustraliaPosted onI have just returned from the rooftop of Queensland, having spent
time toasting my toes around the campfire at the delightful Mount Moffatt.We camped in what is
part of the , up high on the Consuela plateau where the Maranoa River is born. Here we
explored the ancient lands of the Bidjara People.I have visited the Carnarvon National Park
many times over the years but this was the first time I could sit with the wild birds and animals,
amongst the towering cyprus pines and gums on the high plateau for more than a short time. It
was glorious!Our days were filled with exploring the ancient campsites and art galleries of the
Bidjara mob as we photographed and documented stencils left on sandstone cave walls in
ochres of red, yellow and black for our personal collection. We visited rock etchings and burial
sites where the tribal people of the plateau settled their dead in a rich social and ritual life for
near 20,000 years. Many of these cemetery sites have been raided by the museums along with
private collectors and most of these ancient gravesites remain desecrated, now lost to those to
whom it means the most. If there are some burial sites that remain then it is my solemn wish that
no one discovers them. Such desecration should be confined the collectors own mortuaries and
burial sites. Instead we should let the museums put on display the Kings and Queens of England
and their ancestors and leave the graves of other people to their own.Normally we keep to the
beautiful Carnarvon Gorge region where the area is also rich in the art sites to be found,



spectacular enough to be considered some of the richest in the world.One of the greatest
delights during our stay though was in exploring and learning of the tales of the wild colonial
sons of this the Maranoa. Mount Moffatt was also the home of the Kenniff brothers, Patrick and
James. They were expert horsemen who initially worked around the homesteads and stations at
the end of the 19th century. They were also legendary outlaws of the Outback, born to a time
when cattle duffing or moonlighting, as it was more commonly known, was rife.Horse thievery
was common and the brothers were very good at it. So good that the Government of the time
revoked the lease on their holding and they were forced to roam the Maranoa along with the
horse mobs they managed. They were undoubtedly aided and abetted by the dispossessed
tribesmen who were also expected to work around the homesteads, often unpaid, receiving only
food in return if they were fortunate.These men of the colonial era roamed the Outback
searching for food and a place for their dispossessed families to survive in a world that had once
been their own exclusively.By Easter in 1902 the Kenniff brother’s lifestyle however came to an
abrupt halt when the constabulary of the day, along with a local station owner and an Aboriginal
tracker, found them on the plateau above Carnarvon Gorge at the source of the Carnarvon River.
The brothers fought a battle and ultimately murdered their attackers. They were bought to a
colonial justice in the end, though James lived on till he reached a ripe old age, this after a stint
in gaol. He passed from this world in the Outback, pioneering gold town of Charters Towers in
Far North Queensland in 1940. His brother hung for his perceived crimes protesting his
innocence right up to the end. You can read all about the trial on the .What bears witness to this
tale though is the magnificent Kenniff cave where the two colonial sons hid out for a great deal of
the time, high on the tablelands overlooking the Maranoa. This cave is now closed to the public,
due to the unstable sandstone roof, which is considered dangerous. The walls are adorned with
magnificent stencilled art of the local native mobs. Art that stretches back 19,500yrs. This is
further back than the colonization of the America’s by the American Indian. Much further back
than Moses and the birth of the western civilization and way back still with the passing of the last
ice age.No matter where I travel across this land Australia there is always one theme, which
follows me be it deep into the Outback or along the beautiful shorelines… why are we not taught
more of our own history!Free-camping around Aussie Land Where Tourists
Never Go GoPosted onCape York, Far North QueenslandI love to travel, particularly travelling
about Australia. I truly love to get out into the bush or the Outback, set up camp somewhere
where the skies are open and the sounds of the wilderness are all about me. Or where the
sounds of the bush are a constant carol and the shade of great trees shelter you. They also
shelter every other creepy crawly, hoppy or slidey creature around. Those that you can hear
move in a whisper off in the litter of the earth somewhere, deep in the forests of this land. Having
not long returned from Mount Moffatt on the Carnarvon Plateau of central Queensland and
having revelled in the ancient Aboriginal art sites there that are some 25,000yrs old, older than
the last ice age, I am fresh with the want to head out again. I loved visiting these story sites
created by ancient man, which are as breathtaking as the magnificent rock formations created



by nature. These things to me are simply amazing; they are the birth and essence of life.One of
the best things about touring around Australia, are the things that most tourists to our continent
and country never see. I always thought that this was strange, that tourist and holidaymakers
never generally understood where the essence, the spirit of our land really slumbered. Natural
Arch, Mount Moffatt QldThese treasures hidden as well as they are, remain seated silently and
well away from where people gathered en-mass. The majority of tourist rarely sees these hidden
treasures for they are also in places where it’s not so easy to go.Most tourists head to the
coastline or the big cities, or better still a city on the coastline. This includes most Aussies, but
the best of the country won’t be found there. You will not find the true spirit of Aus’ in the body of
people roasting their skin under our harsh sun on the crowded beaches of golden sand. Nor will
you find it commonly in the many tourist places where tour companies and groups will take you.
They serve tucker there that is more often haute’ cuisine and fine dining representing many
lands and cultures and as lovely as it is, this is not what I know as an Aussie experience. These
places frequented by the tourist serve food that is not simply known as pub-grub. Nor is it camp
cooking served from a well used camp-oven which is dangling over a roasting fire beneath a
crystal dark sky.The places where tourists generally frequent are what commerce has made of
Australia and many people do enjoy such delights quite happily, including me at times. However
this is far from where the Australian character was born.The real essence of Australia (not the
industry) is where there are few people. It is where the horizons are vast and often bare or even
rugged and endlessly mysterious. It is where the silence all around you is so deafening that you
are left only with you thoughts and the thoughts of what few companions you may have with you.
It is where laughter fills the air along with song and poetry and the laugh of the kookaburra or the
crack caw of the crow or cockatoo greets a crisp dawn or heralds a glorious sunset. This is the
best part of Aus’ and few visitors ever see it.I’m busy at the moment polishing a new edition for
the ‘ about our tour into , which is a wonderful 4 wheel drive wonderland in the Top End of Aus’
on sunrise side. A place that is as remote as it is beautiful and yet as challenging as travelling
around the wilder regions of Australia can be. The several travelogues in this the ‘ are all drawn
from personal experiences and are generally candid accounts.But best of all in travelling around
Aus’ is that we love to take advantage of the many freecamps, where the people are friendlier
usually and the scenery and entertainments are generally removed from the city buzz and
regular tourist trails.Many of these camps are basic, though a few gems have wonderful facilities
and it seems that the freecamps are becoming more and more popular for Aussies and travellers
with their own resources. Particularly the Grey Nomad set, of which we aspire to be full-time
amongst the Caravan Division ourselves. Though we do often join the Swag Division as with the
Cape adventure.We have a few favourite freecamps that we commonly call into on our travels
around the country. Most of these regular stops are closer to home, as we pass them often on
the way to somewhere else. Some have become like a home away from home. They are
frequented so often that we have even managed to make friends amongst the regular wildlife
and have even taken to packing treats for the roving population of wild creatures and camp



visitors. Free camping is an Australian way of getting out into the bush and many Aussies view
free camping as a right. One we have, and have always had in this vast country. A belief
stemming way back to the colonial era (110+yrs ago) when we were busy opening up the
country to the world and looking for somewhere to boil a billy.I am amongst these people in this
belief by the way. These camps can be organized sites, or sites that you organize yourself such
as in Cape York where few sites are actually listed. Some country towns in the never-never
regions welcome Aussie nomads as an industry, while others just might get their acts together in
this endeavour one day and realize the advantages of attracting the touring group.There are
wonderful resources available in Aus’ which have become the as well as app’ for the phones and
ipads etc. God bless the little cotton socks of the Authors and developers for their efforts. We
can only hope that commerce does not make a mockery of their efforts. In Far North Qld in the
Cape region camping bushside is generally welcome. You can even feed the wildlife! Btw you
are on the menu as well. The locals are a prosaic and often amusing lot in some things. In
crossing the croc’ filled Jardine River (as with all waterways in the Cape) the ferry access pass
also includes a pass to camp anywhere within the boundaries of traditionally held lands, which
up there are vast. Not so around Weipa on the western coastline, sunset side, in a section not
managed by the Land Councils but controlled largely by the mining interests.is so VAST in area
that there is no southern demarcation or boundary as the region is harsh and remote that no one
bothers to demark it. But a forbie heaven it is, the most notorious section being along the
Telegraph Track and I can vouch for the challenges there. By far one of my most favourite tours
to recall is the one I took with my Chum-in-law. A tour with two Grannies, two dogs and a Bitch
Box and it was a lark of a tour! You can read all about it in the publication . Throughout the tour
we stayed at many of the free camps available as we crossed the continent and explored our
land coast-to-coast, sunset side to sunrise side.It was a wonderful experience full of challenges
and fun memories. One that just goes to prove the adage that you are simply Never too Old!
Australia : An Ancient Land – An Ancient HistoryPosted onAs an Aussie I get frustrated when I
hear the comment that Australia has no culture or history. Or at the most it is a history that is only
200+ years old. I love history and it is a love that was engendered after I left formal education
because the education system in our country focuses only on the history of the Northern
Hemisphere with a smattering of English colonial thrown in… Kings, Queens and Dynasties.
Something which I find I can’t relate to at all as I don’t identify with a social strata or class. I am
simply Australian along with 22 million other Aussies of many creeds, colours and beliefs. Me
and mine have been Aussies for hundreds of years and many generations.I have had the
opportunity to travel broadly, both within Aus’ and overseas. One of the most frustrating things I
found in the history of places I visited up in the northern hemisphere was that their history was
so recent, barely 1,500yrs old. Beyond that there often was zitto, now that is truly what could be
termed recent.I have come to realize that when ancient history is spoken of, people tend only to
really refer to the last few thousand years, totally ignoring everything beyond that. Therein my
dilemma lay… I don’t relate at all to what people generally consider as ancient history.I find



history in rocks, in ancient shoals, even in trees that bear the weight of hundreds if not
thousands of years. I look at a windswept rock formation and see a remarkable history that has
looked-out over the land unchanged for tens of thousands of years. I take pride that our first
Australians looked after the land so well and that they understood it and loved it well. I enjoy the
isolation and remote places that have born witness to millennia of man walking across his
country.I examine ancient rock art closely, seeing the remnant of families settled around a
campfire and the entertainment they took, or the ceremonies and stories they told as
they comforted and amused each other and paced through their daily lives.Or even the beautiful
art found in and the region along with many other places scattered across our continent. This
tells ancient stories, speaks of ancient battles and of a Lore that goes back well beyond the
great migrations of man into northern Europe. Australian history is a history of the time in the
very of modern man. When I was touring around Europe some time ago I realized that I found
more relevant history in the Scandinavian and Germanic legends, Viking feats and the Irish Lore
of the little people and the like, than I did in the more recent accounts of man. A tribal war
depicted in rock art painting – KakaduWhile traveling overseas I sort out the truly ancient
histories and their Lore. Following the tales of Druid times and Celtic myths. This I related too,
perhaps because this is where I see an interpretive history that holds a promise of the past long
forgotten or lost in the often one-sided babble of rhetoric that is modern history. I was amused by
the realization that on every headland there was a fort or a ruin. It made me see that this was a
land or a world where man fought and died regularly over a patch of land. Fort on Dingle
Peninsula, IrelandIn Aus this isn’t the case. There are no ancient forts or crumbling ruins of
antiquity, which sit on our headlands and mountain-passes despite Australia being the oldest
land continually inhabited by any one race or culture. Man here didn’t fight over what was their
own and their neighbour’s country. They had no need to acquire their neighbours land. They
belonged to their own land and their relationship to this was bound up in their own Lore. To covet
the neighbours patch was totally alien to the tribal people across this vast continent, who had a
very spiritual understanding and relationship to their land.For starters, their neighbours were
commonly their in-laws or family, people they would find family amongst, so killing them off was
not seen as sensible or even desirable. In general they shared their country in times of drought
and need, it was a basic understanding and a system of survival. The things they warred over
were their women and their Lore mostly. In the ancient art and etchings the tribal Aboriginal
people left behind, I commonly look for the meaning or the identity of the artist, the story behind
the remnant of the past. It is a past that outstrips much of what is considered history in other
countries by thousands upon thousands of years. These ancient markings can be as old as
50,000 years or more and are commonly around 25,000yrs old though there are many more
recent stories painted and etched on rock walls too.This is well beyond the last ice age and well
beyond any human industry or commerce, which is recognized by the rest of the world as being
ancient. European industry and culture is barely 8,000yrs at the absolute extreme and Northern
American native history is 15,000 – 17,000yrs old.The ancestors of the Australian Aboriginal



people are believed to have split away from those relative to the European and Asian
populations between 62,000 and 75,000 years ago. So you can see why when others say that
Aus’ has no culture and history to talk of I find the statement foolish and ignorant in the
extreme.If you want to see a truly great monumental building created by any living being, take a
look at the Great Barrier Reef. It was created by the tiniest of creatures and yet it is the largest of
any population that has ever graced the earth and what is more… it is the oldest metropolis on
the earth and humans had absolutely nothing to do with its building. Does that make you think
about what history really is about?To Own a WomanPosted onI often hear, as you do, about in
today’s world and despite the great distance we have come in the last century we still have a
long way to go before women are truly considered as simply human. This being aside from skin
colour and other prejudices, to be though of with all the privileges and rights equal to the other
gender of our species.Mind you sexism is only a view mostly constrained to our species. But this
is not entirely what I want to bring to you now. Instead, I would like to bring to you an
understanding of just how far we have come.Women in history, within different cultures have
enjoyed varying standards of equality if any at all, but largely they were a possession of men, be
that husbands, sons or fathers. They were once equal too, or considered a trade or social
commodity, particularly in our more common patriarchal social structures that we are mostly
exposed to.This is also an opinion mostly constrained to our species. There are few animals in
the wild kingdom that trade their partners for favours or profit, they aren’t so stupid. Elsewhere it
is the male who courts and competes for the female commonly and it is the male who protects
the female and offspring… How did we go so terribly wrong with some of the males in our
society or with some of our cultural customs such as arranged marriages and those for
commercial profit?Perhaps we shouldn’t mate with those lesser males’ ladies, nor enter into
breeding in exchange for commercial gain no matter how it is packaged and sold to us, but that
is another posting. Also … perhaps this is why there are so many single males around, we might
want to play with them but we don’t want to necessarily marry them. Cuts both ways for both
sexes I think.I however want to bring to you a view of the place of woman in the Australian social
structure, not only in the last two hundred years or since the time of colonization but with an
insight into the life of the Australian tribal woman. Much of my opinion is born of extensive
research and data available that offer views and studies, which vary a great deal, if they have a
view on women status at all.It has not been helped by the reality that colonial anthropologist in
Australia largely came from a patriarchal background and often didn’t even acknowledge that
women had a spiritual or social structure aside from tending to children and men in general. This
however is also a common thread in the Anglo-European culture, which formed the basis of the
Australian colonial culture allowing it to develop as it did. The two cultures, that of tribal
Aboriginal Australia and Anglo-European culture bear similarities in this aspect, this related to
anthropological conclusions.So instead of using the research from these studies on Australian
society I will instead use a ‘peoples history’ found in newssheets and my own personal
genealogical studies on my own family as examples.I have a very strong colonial background,



one steeped heavily in a ancestry and I well understand the implications of this down through my
personal history. Early Sydney Town There are certain social traits I have inherited that run down
through my family, the least of which is a disrespect and mistrust for authority as well as an
ability to question what is taken usually as a common understanding. In other words, these traits
have given me an enquiring mind and what is often viewed as an unfortunate arrogant
outlook.From the very first days of settlement in the Sydney Town penal outpost we now know as
Sydney, based on a continent then known as New Holland, it was very apparent what the
position of the women was within our society. It was a grim and uncertain place for the convicts
even by todays standard throughout the world. When they landed at Sydney Cove and pitched
their tents they bought with them diseases that killed the tribal people of and others. The
opportunities were rich for the settlers but the colony near starved to death in those first
years.The birth of the penal settlement was not the invasion that we will hear of. ‘Invasion’ is a
term that is tossed around as an accusation. In fact I find the term invasion quite funny if not
ridiculous, indicative that history is not well taught in our country. It most certainly was not an
invasion of any kind as from the very first the and soldier/gaolers were commanded to treat the
natives with respect. That some didn’t do this in the time of the convict era is more a reflection on
individual arrogance and personalities.It was not until the Governor began to accept emigrants
into the growing colony and the outlook changed. Only then the term ‘invasion’ becomes
remotely relative. Major problems arose in the era of the emigrants and the expansion of
settlement but that is another story. History tells a very different tale to what we commonly hear
represented of those first weeks and years.In those first days when they finally got around to
landing the women convicts, the women being the very last in the design of the disembarkation
from the convict hulks after what was a gruelling sea voyage, all hell broke loose and we as a
birthing nation had one hell of a party. The authority of the day could do very little about it, they
were of a soldering or sailing background and not one familiar with how to handle a group of
civilian convicts on a rampage of relief and celebration at finally putting their foot on solid
ground. A ground far removed in every way conceivable from any world they understood. In fact
many of the soldier/gaolers joined in the party and it was mayhem if any of the remaining
accounts of the day are to be even remotely believed.celebrations were born this day on 26th
January and by popular public consensus of the young penal colony this did become our
national holiday many years later. It was a day the colony chose to party on to “celebrate their
love of the land they lived in” with “drinking and merriment.” It had little to do with proclamations
from Mother England or land possession or invasion.What followed in the next months was a
long line of couples seeking matrimony mainly because this meant a certain amount of freedom
for the male soldiers or felons involved. Marriage to a convict woman meant often comfort, land
leases or grants and a degree of autonomy for men more accustomed to imprisonment and/or
poverty. Owning land was generally not even contemplated by the majority of men in this social
class at any time within their lives. In fact land ownership bought certain rights and entitlements
that many would not even have dreamt of.For women it was outright illegal to own property aside



from mostly sewing paraphernalia as the male in her life owned any land entitlement, any wage
she may earn, in fact he owned her and he owned her children. The place of woman in
Australia’s history was also born in these days and it was a common place in many societies.In
regards to my personal family experience I will tell you of one of my own older grandmothers
from this time.Augusta was barely 15yrs old when first convicted. An urchin from the streets of
London, she was later convicted of ‘theft of furnishings’. In other words she nicked the bedstead,
having rented rooms with her then husband (who was acquitted at the time as it was she who
did the bargaining) and it had been she who had sold the furnishings to buy food. Tried and
transported she bore a child before her twentieth year when she reached Van Diemen’s Land, or
Tasmania, as it is now known. Here she fortunately ended up in the in Hobart after being
assigned as a servant and absconding within hours when presented with the realities of having
a ‘master’ from the young penal settlement.I often imagine that she had something to say to the
bloke who took her on and I would love to have heard what it was. Her experiences were rich
and testing but needless to say she went on to make much of life regardless of how difficult it
was.The of the time offered certain protections for women even as harsh as they were.
Commonly if a woman was assigned as a servant they would end up working as a prostitute or
as privately owned and controlled paramours as well as house servants. Young girls were
particularly valued over boys so much so that they had to create the first boys reformatory in the
British Empire at in the penal settlement of Port Arthur to accommodate the unwanted lads.
Women were viewed as a commodity; one traded and used to the advantage of men in general,
particularly convict women.That is not to say that women were in any way particularly compliant,
they did have a voice and a pair of feet if not a shrew attitude commonly expected in convict
women and rightfully so to protect themselves with. This reality was largely accepted as the
norm of the time and women found their own ways of matching life with their own expectations.
Even in the Female Factories of the day prostitution was commonly rife and it was often the
gaolers who were found to be organizing it. In effect, the colonial government authorities were
commonly found to be pimping out convict women often to their own advantage.
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jaxbak, “She has some great tips for the traveler. Jan blogs about her travels around Australia. It
is a must-read for nomads and those who dream of escaping and seeing this wide, brown land.
She has some great tips for the traveler. I would recommend it”

Gay K, “Five Stars. Great read”

The book by Jan Hawkins has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 2 people have provided feedback.
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